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During the quarter, countries prioritized economic activity even as the Omicron

variant spread. Despite this, the global economy outlook became increasingly

unclear due to accelerated inflation caused by supply shortages as well as the

Ukraine issues.

In response to continuing parts shortages and logistical constraints, we have worked

to maximize production by switching to alternative parts, cultivating new suppliers,

negotiating with suppliers and by adopting a flexible production system. As a result,

we were able to supply products largely in line with our plan, increasing net sales by

4.4% to 879.4 billion yen, and maintaining momentum, posting our fifth consecutive

quarter of sales growth.

While being impacted by increases in material, logistical, and other costs, we

promoted further efficiency based on a solid earnings foundation that was

established through structural reform and re-organizing into industry-oriented groups.

As a result, we were able to raise our performance even amid the unstable business

environment, achieving an increase in profit of 76.1 billion yen in operating profit

and 46.0 billion yen in net income.
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Next, a look at the situation of Business Units.

As for Printing, we posted an increase in net sales and maintained double-digit

profitability. However, profit decreased due to a lower percentage of inkjet sales

attributable to consumables.

As for Imaging, although we posted an increase in net sales thanks to growth in

interchangeable lens unit sales, profit decreased due to the booking of one-off

expenses linked to the closing of a factory.

As for Medical, compared to last year during which sales were pushed up due to

Japan’s supplementary budget, sales and profits were lower as expected. In this

quarter as well, we received a large number of orders and as a result ended the

quarter with a high level of backorders, which give us confidence that sales will

grow in the future as well.



Next, factors impacting operating profit.

Changes in exchange rates, in particular the yen’s depreciation against the U.S.

dollar, had a positive impact on operating profit of 11.0 billion yen.

As for costs, although the impact was negative due to the rise in parts pricing and

logistical costs, we were able to partially offset this impact by raising the price of our

products.

As for expenses, while we continued to invest in the development and sales of new

businesses, overall expenses decreased due to special factors, including the sale of an

office that was determined unnecessary after a review of branch functions by our U.S.

sales company and the closing of a production site.
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We expect inflation to continue in the form of higher prices for resources, energy,

and food, resulting from the conflict in Ukraine and the prolonged impact of

COVID-19, For these reasons the IMF lowered its world economic outlook for

growth this year to 3.6%. However, the movement of countries toward economic

normalization is expect to continue.

Under these circumstances, we cannot accurately predict when the parts shortage

situation, which is the major reason for the product supply shortage, will settle down,

but expect the situation to gradually improve as we enter the second half of the year.

However, one year has passed since we started implementing measures such as

switching to alternative parts through design change, finding new suppliers, and

setting up production structures at multiple sights. And company-wide efforts are

showing steady results.

As for our products, expectations for strong demand remains unchanged and by

steadily supplying products, we will link backorders as well as regular orders to sales.

Based on this, we raised our projection for sales by 110.0 billion yen, bringing the

total close to 4 trillion, as we aim to grow 13.3% to 3 trillion 980.0 billion yen.

As for profit, we expect to increase net income by 17.4% to 252 billion yen and raise

operating profit by 27.7% to 360.0 billion yen. We will achieve this by offsetting the

effects of various cost increases through price increases, cost reductions, and

expense savings, based on the solid profit structure we have built up through reforms

we have implemented so far.
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For all four Business Units, we project sales and profit growth and within this, we

expect double-digit profitability for Printing, Imaging and Industrial & Others.

As for Medical, we aim to raise profitability to 7.7%, renewing the all-time high

performance we set last year.



Next, the changes in operating profit from our previous projection.

Changes in exchange rate assumptions, in particular expectations that the yen will

remain weak against the U.S. dollar, is forecasted to have a positive 25.2 billion yen

impact on operating profit,

As for costs, we will absorb the significant impact, which mainly consists of

international shipping costs, by appropriately reflecting this in our pricing.

As for expenses, although we still intend to invest in growth as we planned at the

beginning of the year, overall expenses are projected to be lower due to the asset sale

in the first quarter.
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As for the printing equipment market, the situation of product supply not catching up

with demand due to parts shortages continues, This reflects the trend of people

working from home taking hold, and recovery in the number of people returning to

offices.

For the full year, we will work to significantly expand hardware unit sales, turning

backorders into sales by focusing on the stable supply of products through such

actions as expanding purchasing routes, procuring substitute parts, and through

concurrent production at multiple sites. At the same time, we will work to maintain

double-digit profitability even amid rising parts and logistical costs by revising

prices and through activities aimed at reducing costs.
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As for office MFDs, first quarter hardware revenue declined due to parts shortages

that lead to lower unit sales. On the other hand, service revenue continued to recover

steadily, despite being impacted by the Omicron variant. As a result, we were able to

secure an increase in total sales, which includes hardware and services.

Backorders at the end of March remained at a high level, including for the popular

imageRUNNER ADVANCE DX C5800 series. This will support our aim to grow

sales by 16.4% for the full year. Going forward, we will work to increase production

volume as we have significantly narrowed down the number of parts that are at risk

of shortage. As for profitability, we plan to absorb some of the effects of rising

logistics and material costs through price revisions and by reducing costs through

platform consolidation. We are also planning for profitability to improve from the

second quarter as print volumes have recovered to more than 80% of pre-COVID

levels as more people returning to the office.
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In the first quarter, prosumer sales were up as we were able to produce and sell both

laser printers and inkjet printers in line with our plan.

For the full year, we aim to increase unit sales by more than 30% to make up for the

decline in unit sales last year due to shortages in product supply. Utilizing the

prepared system of concurrent production at multiple sites, we will strive to secure

parts and personnel and significantly increase production volume over the second

half of the year. In March of this year, we launched a business-use refillable ink tank

printer, suitable for small office and home office environments and we will continue

to introduce new products that capture user needs to increase our market share and

achieve double-digit sales growth going forward.



Digital commercial printing is an area where continuous growth is expected due to

the shift away from analog printing, and this year, we expect the market size to

recover to the pre-COVID level of 2019.

In the first quarter, production sales grew 15.7%, thanks to growth in the sales of

high-speed inkjet printing equipment, both continuous feed and cut-fed type and

continued stable growth in service revenue due to growth in our install base.

From the second quarter as well, through the launch of new products, the upgrade of

existing products as well as expansion in the number of dealers that handle our large

format printers, we will accelerate growth as we strive to exceed the sales of pre-

COVID 2019.

Additionally, we are steadily making investments for future growth.

In light of the steady growth of the commercial printing press business, we expanded

our plant ahead of schedule to increase ink production capacity. In April, we

acquired Edale, a UK company with advanced technology in label and package

printing machines, which are expected to grow rapidly in the future, as a foothold for

our full-scale entry into the industrial printing market.
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Demand, mainly coming from professionals and advanced amateurs, continues to be

strong as full-frame mirrorless cameras released by each company stimulates the

market. As a result, we expect the 2022 market to grow by 5% compared to last year

to 5.65 million units, which also includes some carry over from last year due to

supply shortages.

In the first quarter, unit sales of interchangeable-lens cameras were below those of

last year due to product supply shortages. However, sales increased due to a rise in

average selling prices, as we prioritized the supply of high-end models such as the

EOS R5 and EOS R6, and also due to a significant increase in sales of RF lenses.

For the full year, even as the shortage of parts continues, we will continue to

increase our product supply by using parts secured through purchases from new

suppliers or by switching to alternative parts. At the same time, we will work to

achieve our aim of sales and profit growth, fulfilling backorders to sell 3 million

units, 10% more than last year.

This year as well, we will promote the enhancement of our lineup of camera bodies

and interchangeable lenses, which include two new Super-telephoto fixed focal

length RF lenses announced in February. As long telephoto lenses with focal lengths

of 1200 mm and 800 mm, these lenses are extremely compact and lightweight,

features that are expected to contribute to more people purchasing them.

Going forward, we will continue to enhance the overall value of the R system,

including bodies and lenses to solidify our position as a top manufacturer of

mirrorless cameras.
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Our sales in the first quarter were in line with the same period last year due to the impact of

product supply shortages. However, through design changes and other measures we are

promoting, we aim to grow more than 15% for the full year.

Going forward, we expect the network camera market to continue growing at a double-digit

rate, mainly driven by security as people’s aspiration for safety and security remain

unchanged, but also supported by their use in other applications such as to analyze customer

behavior in stores, assess production status in factories and avoiding face-to-face contact in

medical settings.

We will work to expand our business scale while continuing to systematically invest in

development in order to further strengthen our total solution, which combines camera bodies

with video management and analytic software.
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As for the diagnostic imaging equipment market in 2022, although we expect sales

in Japan to be lower, due to the impact of last year’s purchasing, which was

supported by the government’s supplementary budget, we expect growth in the

United States, Europe, and other areas, even with the impact of material shortages.

Our performance in the first quarter was in line with our plan. Sales in Japan were

lower than the same period last year, during which revenue was pushed up by a

supplementary budget. However, in the United States, which is considered important

for our future growth, we achieved our seventh consecutive quarter of sales growth

In order to achieve full-year increases in both sales and profit, we are steadily

accumulating orders and will work to turn this into unit sales growth by increasing

our supply of products in the second half of the fiscal year, when measures such as

design changes and expansion in the number of suppliers are expected to show

results.

As a key strategy for growth, we plan to strengthen our sales capabilities in the

United States by expanding our sales force and reviewing our sales territory. As for

products, for mainstay imaging devices used in medical institutions, like MRI and

CT systems, we will commence full-scale sales of our "Vantage Fortian" and

"Aquilion Serve" systems, respectively. These two models are equipped with image

reconstruction technology designed using deep learning to reduce noise. They are

equipped with a camera to detect the patient's position and automatically calculate

the shooting position and are also the first products designed from the development

stage to combine our Imaging and Medical technology.
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The market for products that are related to our industrial group is expected to grow at a

double-digit rate in 2022, as we expect the use of semiconductor devices to continue

expanding thanks to their use in IoT and in-vehicle systems. As for panels, we expect

demand to continue growing driven by growth in IT related displays as working from home

has taken hold.

Though we sold 29 semiconductor lithography systems in the first quarter, 9 more than last

year in the same period, we aim to speed up the pace of sales from the second quarter on,

raising our production capacity, in order to achieve our sales plan for the full year of 182

units. In anticipation of demand growth from next year on, we are preparing to further

increase production in a methodical manner, securing not only personnel from inside and

outside of the company, but also space for clean rooms etc.

As for FPD lithography equipment, although first quarter unit sales were lower than the same

period last year, during which we made up for the delay in installation, we expect demand

for the full year to remain strong solid and to therefore increase our full-year sales by 1 unit

to 59 units.

With regard to OLED vacuum deposition equipment, while panel manufacturers are

assessing the substrate size and timing of investment, the number of devices equipped with

OLED panels is steadily increasing. As we prepare for the time when customer investment

starts to expand again, we will promote the development of products for large panels.



As for inventory at the end of March, work-in-process inventory increased due to swift

actions we took to secure parts for our production sites amid little prospect of resolving the

parts shortage. Also, due to the increase in the production volume of inkjet and laser printers

from the middle of March, the inventory of products in transit to sales companies increased

as of the end of the month. Due to the disruption in logistics, which has made transportation

take longer than usual, inventory increased by 82.6 billion yen from the end of last year to 73

days.

As we build up our production system and increase shipments due to strong demand and high

backorders, we expect inventory in value terms to gradually decrease and recover to

appropriate levels by the end of the year.
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Operating cash flow is expected to recover to 495.0 billion yen, an increase of more than

40.0 billion yen from last year. We plan to generate free cash flow of 255.0 billion yen while

allocating sufficient funds to capital investment and M&A for growth.

While securing 400.0 billion yen as cash on hand, we will work to strengthen our financial

position by repaying our debt in full.
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We seek to contribute to solving social issues by creating new value through our

business activities. And as a tool to help stakeholders understand these measures, we

posted on our website today the Canon Sustainability Report 2022.

This year's report has been expanded to include specific examples through which

readers can learn about the new value created by our technology. For example, in the

Imaging Group, the offering of "Detecting Cracks with AI Technology" for inspecting

concrete structures leads to a significant improvement in work efficiency compared to

the conventional inspection conducted by a specialist engineer visually. In addition, the

world's first 3.2 million pixel SPAD sensor can take clear color images even in the

dark by counting each particle of light entering the pixel, and is expected to be used in

various applications such as autonomous driving.

Furthermore, in order to increase corporate value in a sustainable manner, it is essential

to link our business strategies with our intellectual property, human resources, and

financial strategies. This report describes in detail such things as our basic stance

toward our management plan that promotes business portfolio transformation, as well

as the system to promote such initiatives, as well as other initiatives to support the

business.

Going forward, we will continue to enhance the value of this report by increasing the

amount of information available so that people can better understand our value creation

process.
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In the first quarter, despite the still severe situation of part shortages and logistical constraints,

we achieved an increase in sales and profit by leveraging our comprehensive capabilities as a

company from production to sales, and started the second year of Phase VI by maintaining

the positive trend from last year.

Although it is extremely difficult to forecast the future economic environment, we will

continue to maintain this momentum throughout the year while responding quickly to

changes. By achieving net sales of 3.98 trillion yen, operating income of 360 billion yen, and

a profit margin of 9% or more, which is the first time since 2015, we will gain momentum

toward achieving our performance targets for 2025.
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